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as active,
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good-natured,
deal with.
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ates observed
similar dispositions
among
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abusing
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to actively
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adult
caregivers were also observed by El
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der and his associates5
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children

of the Great
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By the time they reach preschool
to
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appear
age,
a coping
have developed
pattern
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with
that combines
autonomy
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when
needed.
ask
for
help
ability
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Kauai Longitudinal Study were
When
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talents they had
they used whatever
effectively.
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inter
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who
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ents in St. Louis;6 by Felsman and
who
successful
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Vaillant,
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to
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LINKSBETWEENPROTECTIVE
FACTORSAND SUCCESSFUL
ADAPTATION INHIGH-RISK
CHILDRENAND YOUTHS

an active
called
genotype
In line with this
environment
effect.
theory, there was a shift from passive
to active effects as the youths and
young adults in the Kauai study left
stressful
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the links between protective

In the Kauai
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a certain continuity
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home
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